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irresponsible*, and this last defect had alone given to the
popular leaders a chance to hurl criticism on the Government
in the most irresponsible way.f Therefore, while admitting
that inexperience might lead to a few mistakes here and a few
mistakes there, he pleaded for grant of responsibility to the
or even attempted, nothing for tbe promotion of general education, Indeed
the only matter in which it has appeared in connection with the subject, is
by no means creditable to it. For it has applied the Jesuit estates, part of
the property destined for purposes of education, to supply a species of fund
for secret service ; and for a number of years it has maintained an obstinate
struggle with the Assembly in order to continue this misappropriation."
Durham's Report, vol. II, p 136.
* " It was upon this question of the responsibility of the Executive
Council that the great struggle has for a long time been carried on between
the official party and the reformers ; for the official party, like all parties
long in power was naturally unwilling to submit itself to any such respon-
• sibility as would abridge its tenure, or cramp its exercise of authority.
Reluctant to acknowledge any responsibility to the people of the Colony,
this party appears to have paid a somewhat refractory and nominal sub-
mission to the Imperial Government relying in fact on securing a virtual
independence by this nominal submission to the distant authority of the
Colonial Department, or to the powers of a Governor, over whose policy
they were certain, by their facilities of access, to obtain a paramount
influence." Ibid. p. 151.
He has also remarked that the legislature did not, enjoy the confidence
of the electors. Ibid. p. 161.
| " It was an unhappy consequence of the system which I have been
describing, that it relieved the popular leaders of all the responsibilities of
opposition. A member of opposition in this country acts^nd speaks with
the contingency of becoming a minister constantly beforSnis eyes, and he
feels, therefore, the necessity of proposing no course, and of asserting no
principles, on which he would not be prepared to conduct the Government,
if he were immediately offered it. But the colonial demagogue bids high
tor popularity without the fear of future exposure. Hopelessly excluded
from power he expresses the wildest opinions, and appeals to the most
mischievous passions of the people, without any apprehension of having
his sincerity or prudence hereafter tested, by being placed in a position to
carry his view into effect ; and thus the prominent places in the ranks of
opposition are occupied for the most part by men of strong passions, and

